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NOTE: This book does not come with Access Code See how chemistry is relevant to your life   Now

in its fifth edition, Introductory Chemistry continues to foster deep engagement in the course by

showing how chemistry manifests in your daily life. Author Nivaldo Tro draws upon his classroom

experience as an award-winning instructor to extend chemistry from the laboratory to your world,

with relevant applications and a captivating writing style. Closely integrated with the fifth edition of

Introductory Chemistry, MasteringChemistry gives you the tools you need to succeed in this course.

This program provides you a better learning experience. It will help you to:   Personalize learning

with MasteringChemistry: This data-validated online homework, tutorial, and assessment program

helps you quickly master concepts, and enables instructors to provide timely intervention when

necessary. Achieve deep conceptual understanding: Several new Conceptual Checkpoints and

Self- Assessment Quizzes help you better grasp key concepts. Develop problem-solving skills: A

step-by-step framework encourages you to think logically rather than simply memorize formulas.Â 

Additional worked examples, enhanced with audio and video, reinforce challenging problems.

Â Maintain interest in chemistry: The inclusion of concrete examples of key ideas throughout the

program keeps you engaged in the material. Note: If you are purchasing the standalone text or

electronic version, MasteringChemistry does not come automatically packaged with the text. To

purchase MasteringChemistry please visit: www.masteringchemistry.com or you can purchase a

package of the physical text + MasteringChemistry by searching for 9780321910073 / 0321910079.

MasteringChemistry is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by

an instructor.
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Perfect book for beginners in chem. special features of the book eg skill builder boxes pose

questions relating to the material in the chapter. These help in acquiring the necessary knowledge

and helps understand the topic better. At the end of each chapter there is a summary of the

concepts learnt, and many question types that ensure the necessary knowledge has been acquired.

The language of the book is Easy to understand. Many illustrations are in picture form to help with

visualization of what happens. The book also has a website where online one on one tutorials can

be used to ask any doubts. This books is perfect because every other book will just introduce to the

main topics but this book has every topic in chemistry introduced. This way the student gets to know

which area of chemistry he/she is most likely interested in.Definitely worth buying if you are looking

for a book which covers everything you want in a clear understandable way.PS I never took a chem

course in high school. Right now I'm in uni and i'm majoring in mechanical engineering. I have chem

course which is general chem. But because I had no prior knowledge of chem I bought this book to

help me out get introed to all areas of chem and especially those I will need. So in the summer i

went through the whole book solving every exercise that is in it. Now i find chem interesting (ty

Nivaldo) !!Sorry for such a long review but when it is about a perfect book, length shouldn't matter

;)Cheers!

Buy the 4th edition and save yourself a TON of money.I bought the 4th edition for my class that

"required" the 5th and saved about $100.I compared it in class to the 5th edition - the ONLY

difference is the arrangement of the illustrations on the pages.Save your money and get the 4th

edition!!

*sigh* Bought the rental version of this book on , because it was the same as the hardcover and

thus not as heavy. Of course it does not include the all important access code which you need to

pass any college class these days. So as a result I have just tossed another $80 down the

proverbial drain.Michael: But since you bought the kindle edition I do believe that it only comes with

the book version for the kindleAs always, buyer beware, DO NOT BUY THE KINDLE VERSION OF

THIS BOOK. YOU WILL BE SCREWED.

DOES NOT COME WITH ACCES CODE. Even though you are paying for a new book you do not



get it no where does it say that.

I've actually enjoyed this class with this book. I am taking the course online, and do not have the

benefit of learning in the classroom from the teacher, but I have been able to learn all the

information easily. Normally textbooks aren't an optimal learning resource for subjects with math,

but they have it outlined wonderfully!

I got the book in time thanks. However; the book looks like it was wet and then dry the last pages

are dirty on the top from pages 641 to the end of the book. The covers are dirty but the first pages

are fine.

Tro's 5th edition is integral to learning the material presented in lecture, sometimes I actually ended

up learning a little more form the book!This one I'm not getting rid of, I plan to use it for review... My

mom's got a bachelors in Biology/Bio-chem and finds this book awesome to look through.Very

pleased with this text book, and I almost never say that about anything I pay this much for.

This is a great book, easy to read and understand. Contains important concepts about going green.

It helps you understand different chemical processes on how new products can be made and how

industries can perform alternative routes to end at the same product.
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